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CONFERENCE OPENING

WE THE WOMEN brought together more than 350 women over three days in
October 2018.

Conference participants came from collective giving organizations -- large and
small, near and far. They also came from foundations and grantmaking networks,
from nonprofit organizations and corporations. From the opening moments of
the conference, the energy and geniality among attendees were striking. At the
plenary sessions, presenters took to opening with a slow “Shhhhhh” as it seemed to
be the only thing to catch the attention of a crowd engrossed in conversation.

NETWORKING SESSIONS kicked off the conference on Sunday afternoon. Small
groups convened based on shared characteristics and mutual interests, which
ranged from the size of membership, to being housed at a community foundation,
to following the Impact 100 model, to being young professionals.
Terry Rogal, a member of Impact100 Philadelphia attending her first collective
giving conference, said she hadn’t known what to expect. Coming out of the
session on the Impact 100 model, she said, “I feel like I already got my money’s
worth. I had no idea how many Impact 100 organizations there are, and how
different they are from one another.” That session, she added, put her experience
as an Impact100 Philadelphia member in the context of a large and very significant
movement.

PHILANTHROPY OF HIGH NET WORTH DONORS OF COLOR was a discussion
about research also on Sunday afternoon, presented by Hali Lee of the Asian
Women Giving Circle. Hali discussed the findings of a report called The
Apparitional Donor, which explores why people of color with high net worth are
“rare and unusual” in the world of philanthropy – almost “a spectral presence.”
Recent data shows that individuals with a net worth of $1 million or more “number
in the hundreds of thousands across minority racial groups” but face unique
challenges. They are not connected to each other or to organized philanthropic
networks, and are less engaged with financial advisors. These donors, as a
significant and growing group of philanthropists, could benefit from connecting
through a collective giving network. Plans are underway for a first gathering in
2019.
Sunday evening’s Welcome Reception was a time to meet or reconnect with
collective giving colleagues from around the country. For those who had come to
the conference in a cluster, it was a chance to delve into the program booklet and
divvy up programs, to ensure that all would be covered and the content could be
taken back home and shared.
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THE PLENARY SESSIONS

Five major talks anchored the conference from Sunday to Tuesday. Sunday evening
opened with a rousing performance of Andra Day’s Rise Up by singer/songwriter
SUZANN CHRISTINE. The lyrics – “All we need is hope / And for that we have each
other / We will rise / We will rise” – beautifully echoed the optimistic and united
feeling that was already palpable among the women in the room.

UNEEKA JAY, president of Rewrite 365, then took the stage, encouraging the
audience to Plug In and Power Up. Uneeka told her personal story of climbing the
corporate ladder and reaching what could be considered a pinnacle of professional
success, only to realize that she was exhausted and unhappy. Her personal “power
source” comes from her family, but it took her years to realize that the money
and prestige of her high-level job were not giving her a fulfilling life. Her charge
to the audience was to look inward, identify one’s sources of gratification, and, if
necessary, rebalance one’s life so that the highest priorities are being met.
Monday opened with KATHERINA ROSQUETA, executive director of the Center
for High Impact Philanthropy at the University of Pennsylvania. Kat’s research
emphasizes philanthropy’s social impact – a meaningful and positive change in the
lives of the people you hope to help. What makes for high impact philanthropy, in
the view of the Center’s research team? It is philanthropy that has a social impact;
it is informed by the best available evidence; it gets “bang for the buck” by doing
as much as possible with available resources; and it is measured and managed
so that future giving can be even more informed. Kat suggested keeping some
basic principles in mind for effective grantmaking, such as seeking out strong
programs to fund and always keeping beneficiaries top of mind. When assessing
program expenses, be sure to look at cost relative to impact. Cost per beneficiary
or an overhead ratio may not be meaningful since they are not necessarily tied to
impact. Kat also stressed the importance of context. She gave the example of a
reading program for children that shows its participants reading at grade level year
after year. One might think the program isn’t having an effect, because there’s no
increase above grade level. But the control group of children -- not in the program
– actually falls further below grade level with each passing year.

MARY ELLEN ISKENDERIAN, president of Women’s World Banking, spoke at the

lunchtime plenary. WWB focuses on ways that financial institutions can serve
women in countries where such services have traditionally been lacking. For
example, WWB encourages financial service providers to offer women savings
accounts that are easily accessible, that ensure confidentiality – women often don’t
want husbands or neighbors to know how much they have saved – and that are
far more secure than hiding cash from their businesses at home. Last June, WWB
finished raising a $50 million private equity fund that invests directly in womenfocused financial institutions. Already, WWB has seen an average 47% increase
in women clients at those institutions. “This kind of change is profound,” Mary
Ellen said. She advised grantmakers “to consider programs that start the financial
training of children, and particularly girls, at the earliest age possible, even as
young as 5. It gives children the best chance of achieving healthy lifelong financial
habits and eventually higher incomes.” She also noted that more than 87% of
women who return to an abusive partner do so for economic reasons, and she
advocated that “programs aimed at helping survivors include training in subjects
like budgeting, financial management and how to keep financial information
confidential.”
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THE PLENARY SESSIONS

Monday concluded with an evening conversation between two Philadelphia
luminaries: WHYY’s host of Radio Times, MARTY MOSS-COANE, and Juvenile
Law Center’s MARSHA LEVICK. The two discussed Marsha’s legal work, her role
in co-founding Juvenile Law Center in 1975, and her decades-long advocacy for
children’s and women’s rights. They told the story of her litigation in 2008 involving
unlawful practices by Pennsylvania’s Luzerne County juvenile court. These practices
harmed and incarcerated hundreds of children in what has since become known as
the “kids for cash” scandal.

JANE GOLDEN took the stage Tuesday, bursting with energy. Founder and

executive director of Mural Arts Philadelphia, Jane grew a small anti-graffiti agency
into a nationally recognized model for urban transformation through art. Jane
recognized early on the raw artistic talent of graffiti writers. Noting the lack of
art education in schools, she collaborated with community groups, city agencies,
the private sector, and young people. “I told the kids you can’t use spray paint;
you have to use brushes,” Jane said. “They resisted until I pointed out they could
get paid to paint. That hooked them.” It was indeed a game changer. Another was
connecting with women in the communities. “No one had asked these women
what they wanted for their neighborhoods,” Jane said. “They told us that billboards
on their streets only advertised alcohol and cigarettes. They wanted more.” Murals
offered a tremendous alternative. “Art connects us,” she said. “This is about the
city, about the kids and their hopes and dreams. Murals are catalytic: They infuse
meaning into people’s lives. They offer the possibility that things can change.”

Closing out the conference was an intriguing and well-matched pair: Liz Scott,
co-executive director of Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation, and Kristina Wahl,
president of the Barra Foundation. LIZ SCOTT told the story of her daughter Alex’s
remarkable life, and spoke about ALSF’s journey as an organization. She cautioned
that “it’s easy to get too locked into what you do,” but you need to “keep your
eyes open to what works.” She gave the example of ALSF’s practice of funding
only cancer research until they recognized that families were not able to manage
transportation to clinical trials and treatment. So ALSF started a travel program for
family support. Similarly, they took a close look at fundraising and discontinued
a well-liked event that was too draining on resources. Liz also said, “Don’t mistake
measuring your impact for understanding your impact. Our mission is to change
the lives of children with cancer. Numbers don’t tell the whole story – you need to
understand what it is to be in the shoes of the people you’re working with.”

KRISTINA WAHL followed with a detailed talk about impact investing and missionaligned investing, walking the audience through the Barra Foundation’s experience
and sharing some practical tools for getting started. Impact investing is a strategy
that aims to create financial returns and positive social and environmental impact.
Tina described this newer view of a funder’s mission and invested capital – not as
two unrelated things – but as the two wheels of a bike, “doing well and doing good
at the same time.” She talked of two ways to consider getting started with impact
investing. First, Barra invests in a fund that supports Community Development
Financial Institutions (CDFIs) which are dedicated to providing affordable lending
to low-income and other disadvantaged people. Second, Barra dedicates some
funds to social enterprise – for example, offering a low interest loan in Chester,
PA, to support economic development. Tina said, “Why do we do this? Grants are
important, but this gives us more tools in our toolbox, far beyond grants alone.”
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THE BREAKOUTS

COMMUNICATIONS & TECH
In A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO BRANDING & MARKETING, Carole Banks of the
advertising firm Shepherd and Celia Canfield of Impact100 Sonoma presented the
case study of WCGN’s decision to change its name to Catalist. They highlighted
the importance of “taking stock of who you are.” An organization’s brand is
reinforced by both visual images and verbal and written messages, and is based
on its objectives and target audiences. Key stakeholders should know and use a
consistent “elevator speech.” Ask yourselves, “If we only have time to make three
points, what are they?” It’s important to review your organization’s marketing on an
annual or semi-annual basis to ensure your message stays current and accurate.
Michelle Freeman and Allison Schapker also used a case study in PLAN AHEAD
FOR COMMUNICATIONS: IMPROVE RESULTS. Impact100 Philadelphia and
marketing firm Witty Gritty worked in partnership for two years to develop
and overhaul communications. What were the key findings? Break the silos; a
communications strategy is the responsibility of the entire organization. Consensus
is critical; all must buy into a plan and follow it. Don’t be afraid to experiment.
Impact100 Philadelphia used its 10th anniversary as motivation to pilot some new
strategies – with a promise to the board that these changes would be temporary if
they didn’t work. Tailor your stories for each of your audiences, whether these are
members, nonprofits, prospective members, or other stakeholders. Impact100 now
uses a monthly dashboard to track communications related to media contacts,
organizational partnerships, and grantees.
In TECH SOLUTIONS THAT WORK, Sheryl McNally described how Roanoke
Women’s Foundation was forced to research and choose a grant management
system when its community foundation was no longer able to manage the grant
process. Current and former grant chairs formed a project team and worked for
three months to select a new system. Having a test site was critical before going
live, both to practice and to work out all the bugs. Julie Orts discussed Impact100
Philadelphia’s decision to shift from its membership management system to
a broader, more flexible, more inclusive donor management system. Before
embarking on the change, a board committee created, and then prioritized, a list
of features needed.
Leigh Chandler of The Philanthropy Connection (Boston), Jamy Malatesta of
Impact100 Greater Milwaukee, and Katie Sawyer of San Diego Women’s Foundation
offered helpful tips in POSTING & PROMOTING: EFFECTIVE USE OF SOCIAL
MEDIA. They advised creating “content buckets” for organizational updates,
member features, sharing community partner posts, and mission-related news.
Define your social media voice – knowledgeable, enthusiastic, optimistic –
depending on who you are and what you want to sound like. Some other tips were:
Never post without an image; tag members, organizations, and partners; limit text
to no more than 3 lines; schedule posts 3 to 7 times a week; get board members
and committee members to share and comment (“when you see it, share it”); and
create guidelines for your social media for a more consistent style and voice.
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THE BREAKOUTS
GOVERNANCE
In MANAGING TRANSITIONS: LESSONS LEARNED, Lynne Lancaster of
Impact100 Sonoma and Beth McCaw of Washington Women’s Foundation
discussed how to incorporate new leadership and retain institutional knowledge.
Lynne’s advice included: Create a “hot line” to former leaders and make archives
accessible; allow shared board positions; create “Next Gen” board positions; be
aware when you move from the “everyone knows each other” stage, and plan
assimilation tactics. Beth presented research on the life cycles of nonprofit
organizations and shared examples of how WaWF’s Board has managed transitions
between life cycles. She suggested that ongoing training for Board members and
a focus on cultivating an inclusive culture have been key to successfully managing
transitions.

HOW TO CREATE A PIPELINE OF FUTURE LEADERS opened with Lisa Miller’s
talk about recruiting members for leadership positions in an intentional process,
seeking to develop future leaders to serve both Women’s Impact Fund (Charlotte,
NC) and other community organizations. WIF believes current leaders must know
how to nurture successors. It educates members about what it means to serve on
a board, and offers leadership workshops led by professional facilitators. Gwen
Wesley spoke of Spirit of St. Louis Women’s Fund’s broad efforts to identify and
encourage future leaders, which include having all board committee chairs attend
member recruitment events; conducting member surveys and interviews of new
members to assess their interests; and including at-large board members to create
a transitional period before a member fully engages on the board.
In MANAGING GROWTH: IS BIGGER BETTER?, Susan Benford of The Philanthropy
Connection (Boston) said her board capped growth deliberately to “polish and
stay the same.” Membership is in the mid-200s and 20% are young philanthropists
under age 35. TPC focuses on meaningful education including “philanthropy
dialogues” where grantees discuss issues such as immigration, foster care, and food
insecurity. In contrast, Beverly McClure told how Impact100 San Antonio plans to
grow to 500 members. Its 25 board members include a VP for membership and a
VP for operations to lighten the load on the president. They budget for time-saving
support: a part-time administrative assistant, voting software, an email database.
A volunteer coordinator matches members’ skills and interests with board needs.
Other roles are specifically defined (e.g. name tag coordinator, social media editor).
Paula Liang described three TACTICS FOR FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY used
by Women’s Giving Alliance (Jacksonville, FL). Legacy memberships are offered
for $25,000, and 58 women are legacy members. A $200 administration fee is
included with each membership. Members under 40 pay half the regular fee. Sue
Priester described using Greenville Women Giving’s 10th anniversary to raise both
visibility and additional operating funds. GWG hosted 5 educational events that
led to a gain of 80 new members, and raised its administration fee to $200, clearly
explaining why that was needed. By comparison, Terry Mumford of Impact100
Indianapolis described various tactics they use to raise necessary operating funds
in lieu of a required administrative fee. These include PR campaigns, sponsorships,
and intentional fundraising by the board. Some key events also serve as
fundraisers, creating another stream of operating support.
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THE BREAKOUTS
GRANTMAKING
Joanne Cohen and Barb Wenger of Women’s Giving Alliance (Jacksonville, FL)
and Lauren Paver of Impact Austin offered compelling comments in MAKING A
DIFFERENCE: HOW DO YOU KNOW? Spheres of impact include grantees, one’s
collective giving group, individual members, and the community. To assess one’s
overall impact on grantees, asking the right questions can provide qualitative and
quantitative data. An impact on WGA as an organization arose from its shift to a
five-year focus for grantmaking; this led to forming an advocacy group to work for
change at the local and state level. An Impact Austin member, because of what she
learned, went on to far greater philanthropy. Some members move away and start
new collective giving groups. Some change their occupations or make philanthropy
their life’s work. Over time, one’s impact will be seen in myriad ways. Plan ahead to
gather the right data and stories to understand and showcase that impact.
In CREATING IMPACT AND BUILDING CONSENSUS, Amy Inman told how the
Spirit of St. Louis Women’s Fund tried something new – a multi-year investment with
a previous grantee. They chose an organization working with victims of domestic
abuse and granted $100,000 over 3 years for job training for women struggling
financially. It took several years of study and member engagement to make this
change. Arrington Mixon said Women’s Impact Fund (Charlotte, NC) set up a task
force to consider new grant strategies: Be bold, build on established process,
increase community impact, involve members more intimately. They granted an
initial $50,000 to a collaborative program that fell outside the regular process and
will involve member volunteers. These two groups changed due to an identified
need to partner more with the community, and be more involved in “placebased spaces.” Both realized it takes a deep discovery process to reveal what the
community needs.
In INNOVATIVE GRANTMAKING: POWERED BY RESEARCH, Sydney Green said
Asheville’s Women to Women formed a group 5 years ago to talk about long-term
and collaborative granting and how to do it. Out of those discussions came the
idea of the CHIG (Collaborative High Impact Grant). Asheville partnered with UNC
Asheville to research long-range economic impact and convene nonprofits to
understand the CHIG grant, network, and get help writing proposals which require a
collaboration among three or more nonprofit organizations. Emily Biscardi described
how Impact100 Philadelphia has also rethought its grants process, shifting from
project grants to “core mission” grants, based on research that indicates projectbased granting often causes nonprofits to move away from what they do best to a
“catchy project” to get funding. A core mission grant allows the organization to use
the grant for operations and capacity building.
Deborah Edward of ninety-nine girlfriends (Portland, OR) and Katie Muller
of Impact100 Philadelphia hosted IMPLICIT BIAS IN GRANTING: AN OPEN
DISCUSSION. They said that while organizations have been working to build more
diversity, equity and inclusion in membership and leadership, they have spent far
less time grappling with implicit bias in their granting. This is an issue for leaders
and grant review committees to build into their thinking, training, and outreach.
Opportunities to grow in this area are just beginning to emerge from philanthropic
writing and research. Some places to start include: leadership and grants committee
training via an education session on implicit bias; openly asking grantees to tell what
works best for them; more diverse member recruitment strategies; collaborating
with other organizations on sessions on diversity in granting; and offering a
workshop on communication by a trained professional.
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THE BREAKOUTS

MEMBERSHIP
In STRATEGIES DRIVING GROWTH: RECRUITING AND MORE, Janet Sumner
described Greenville Women Giving’s successful strategies to reach professionals
like CPAs, attorneys, realtors, and relocation specialists. GWG engages members
from these professions to organize recruiting events at easy access locations.
Spotlighting a grantee is part of the presentations. Eileen Brady said that the board
of ninety-nine girlfriends (Portland, OR) sets a membership goal. They have a
focused recruiting season, with 6 “World Cafe” sessions that describe their culture,
values, and grantees, and leave time for exchange among those attending. They
say, “We’re going to give you new stories to change your lives.” They track and
follow up with prospects, and pay attention to “connectors” – those members who
are particularly successful at reaching out to others.
Peggy Grove shared, in ENHANCING THE MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE, that
the large board of Wood River Women’s Foundation (ID) holds frequent learning
sessions and socials, with guests encouraged. WRWF’s news brief achieves 90%
readership. It conducts a member survey to understand desired participation, and
live-streams voting to ensure that all feel connected. Vivian Manekin of Baltimore
Women’s Giving Circle said, “Ask – don’t assume you know how members feel.”
BWGC conducts focus groups and surveys, with a 70% return. When members don’t
renew, they are asked why in a letter and exit survey. BWGC offers many ways to
participate – book discussions, advocacy briefings on issues, volunteer service,
connections with grantee alumnae, and collaboration with other women’s groups.
The clear message from both panelists: “Establish multiple touch points.”

YOUNG PHILANTHROPIST PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES brought together
a strong panel: Angela Ryan of Impact100 Sonoma, Cassandra Trujillo of The
Philanthropy Connection (Boston), Stephanie Taylor of Impact100 Philadelphia,
and Kara Williams of Women’s Giving Alliance (Jacksonville, FL). Each
organization offers special features to attract and support younger members,
including lower dues (and in some cases, scholarship or fellowship funds to
underwrite membership), an upper age limit of 35 or 40, and special enrichment
opportunities. Several offer two options: Fellows who operate as a cohort, with
specific participation requirements, and “YPs” who are not cohort based. In all
cases, the models result in an increase in all aspects of diversity, and a high level of
engagement among YP/Next Gen members on committees and boards.
DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION: ESSENTIAL JOURNEY AND PRACTICE, a

special session crossing over all “tracks,” was led by Capacity for Change consultant
Meghan McVety. The conversation included Susan Benford of The Philanthropy
Connection (Boston), Michelle Legaspi-Sanchez of Chester County Fund for Women
and Girls (PA), Donna Lou of Washington Women’s Foundation, and Stephanie
Taylor of Impact100 Philadelphia. Diversity (in people and perspectives), inclusion
(with individuals able to participate fully, have power, have a voice) and equity (a
just, fair chance for all to achieve their potential) can be messy, uncomfortable,
non-linear work. It requires openness; there is no tool kit; each group needs to
find its own path. To advance DEI work, try to develop a culture where all feel
welcome. Go where you are in the minority to understand how that feels. Listen to
others’ stories. Be open to criticism, seek feedback. Promote differences, encourage
diverse ideas. Partner with sister organizations on grants, particularly those with
racially diverse memberships. Be aware that content you communicate should
represent the diversity of your organization.
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HOT TOPIC SESSIONS
Michal Smith of Cradles to Crayons spoke on the HIDDEN CRISIS OF CHILDHOOD
POVERTY, explaining that 50% of low income children start 1st grade up to two
years behind their peers. Clothing insecurity is a top reason why students don’t
attend school, and its effects follow kids into adulthood in many ways. Those
without a high school diploma, on average, earn $1 million less over their lifetime.

Laura LaRosa and Casey Clark of Glenmede presented GENDER LENS INVESTING
AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. Laura said, “Investors can use capital as a force

for positive change,” investing for sound returns but also to achieve goals such
as promoting human rights or reducing the impact of climate change. Casey
explained that individuals can start impact investing slowly, in public markets, by
aligning companies’ missions with their values. Focus on the positive (investing in
companies doing things you like), not necessarily on divesting. One example: Look
at companies with gender diversity, a female CEO or board chair. Data shows that
companies with these attributes have lower risks and excess returns.
In WHY CREATING A COHESIVE CULTURE MATTERS , Sandy McCullough of
Wood River Women’s Foundation (ID) said, “Every organization has a culture.
The question is whether you’re driving it or whether it’s on autopilot.” A strong
and clear culture can give everyone a framework to work within. How an
organization treats its people – members, staff, board, sponsors – is a defining
mark of its culture. Fostering an inclusive culture allows your members to see
and feel that they are part of something bigger than themselves.

WE THE WOMEN’S REACH
We The Women extended far and wide. The 376 registrants included 197
representatives from WCGN member organizations around the country and in
Australia. We had 90 Impact100 Philadelphia members with us, along with 89
people from foundations, nonprofits, corporations, and other giving networks.
Our monthly emails leading up to the conference reached a direct audience of
5,000 and had an average open rate of 38%. We had active followings on Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram, and a conference-only Facebook group.
WCGN grew significantly during 2018, to 65 member organizations (an
increase of 30%) representing 16,000 women and $120 million in grant
funding. This reflects not only our strengthening network, but also the
burgeoning collective giving movement. WCGN, now Catalist, is poised
to support this growth, capture the enthusiasm ignited by the ideas and
connections made at We The Women , and promote the development and
expansion of the women’s collective giving movement as we head into 2019
and beyond.

SEE YOU IN SEATTLE!
Thank you for your support, participation, and interest! Save the date for our
next great gathering and Catalist’s first official convening under its new name:
February 23-25, 2020
Hosted by the Washington Women’s Foundation
Seattle, Washington
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CONFERENCE HOST

IMPACT100 PHILADELPHIA
2017-18 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Left to right: Tamara Banko,
Rachel Levin, Kathy Schlesinger,
Julie Orts, Susan Wirshba, Allison
Schapker, Mary Grace TIghe,
Emily Biscardi, Eve Prensky Roe,
Claudie Williams, Pat Bonney,
Madge Rothenberg, Francesca
Rothschild, Sandra Lazovitz,
Carolyn Ashburn, Toby Gang,
Jennifer Vollmer

IMPACT100 PHILADELPHIA engages women
in philanthropy and collectively funds highimpact grants to nonprofit organizations in the
Philadelphia region.
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IM PAC T100 P HILA DE LP HIA
2018-19 B OA RD OF DIRE C TORS
Madge Rothenberg & Carolyn Ashburn,
Co-Presidents

Impact100 Philadelphia provides thoughtful,
committed women the opportunity to become
more informed and effective philanthropists, to
see how nonprofits in the Philadelphia area are
changing lives for the better, and to pool their
membership contributions with hundreds of
other women to fund $100,000 Core Mission
and smaller operating grants to nonprofits
with a proven record of success.

Pat Bonney, Treasurer

Since our founding in 2008, the women of
Impact100 Philadelphia have awarded close
to $2.8 million to 44 nonprofit organizations.
To ensure a diversity of perspectives in our
organization and grantmaking process and
to develop the next generation of women
philanthropists, we offer the Founders
Fellowship Program and Young Philanthropists
Membership. To learn more, please visit www.
impact100philly.org.

Allison Schapker & Kathy Schlesinger,

Jennifer Vollmer, Secretary
Claudie Williams, Past President, Leadership
Development & Advancement
Tamara Banko & Diane Mars Wertime,
Membership
Eve Prensky Roe & Susan Wirshba, Programs

Communications
Toby Gang & Renee Applegate, Grants
Sandra Lazovitz & Julie Orts, Nonprofit Liaisons
Joanne Levy & Stephanie Taylor, Founders
Fellowship & Young Philanthropists
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CONFERENCE CONVENOR

THE WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE GIVING GRANTMAKERS NETWORK
mobilizes a powerful movement in the philanthropic landscape in
which women come together, pool their resources, and collectively
award grants to their local communities.
During We The Women, WCGN announced its new name: Catalist.
Catalist, launching soon, supports the creation, development and
expansion of the women’s collective giving movement.
As an organization, WCGN - now Catalist - believes:
The advancement of collective giving organizations brings new
assets and leadership to transform communities.
Women’s philanthropic leadership improves the world by pooling
women’s intellectual and financial capital for the common good.
Mentorship and learning are essential elements for effective
WCGN 2018-19 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
From back to front: Paula Liang, Colleen Willoughby,
Virginia Mills, Vicki Sheehan, Karen Holly, Laura Midgley,
Sandy Cook, Val Kirk, Avani Desai, Sue Dubow, Celia

grantmaking.
As of October 2018, Catalist includes 65 affiliates in 28 states, the
District of Columbia, and Australia and is more than 16,000 women

Canfield, Susan Smith, Jenny Berg, Ginny Jarrett

strong. Our members have awarded more than $120 million to their

Not pictured: Ellan Bernstein, Dale Clifford

communities.

W CGN/C ATAL IST 2018-19 B OARD OF DI REC TORS
Jenny Berg, Chair | Impact 100 (Cincinnati, OH)
Ellan Bernstein | Impact100 Philadelphia (PA)
Celia Canfield | Impact100 Sonoma (CA)
Dale Clifford | Women’s Giving Alliance
(Jacksonville, FL)
Sandy Cook | Impact100 Metro Denver (CO),
Women’s Giving Alliance (Jacksonville, FL)
Avani Desai | 100 Women Strong, (Orlando, FL)
Sue Dubow | Impact100 Philadelphia (PA)
Karen Holly | Impact 100 Indianapolis (IN)
Ginny Jarrett | Roanoke Women’s Foundation (VA)
Val Kirk, Treasurer | Impact Austin (TX)

Paula Liang, Vice Chair | Women’s Giving Alliance
(Jacksonville, FL)
Laura Midgley | Washington Women’s Foundation
(Seattle, WA), Wood River Women’s Foundation
(Ketchum, ID)
Virginia Mills, Immediate Past Chair | GIVING WoMN
(Minneapolis, MN), Womenade Boston (MA), The
Philanthropy Connection (Boston, MA)
Vicki Sheehan, Secretary | Spirit of St. Louis
Women’s Fund (MO)
Susan Smith | Idaho Women’s Charitable Foundation
(Boise, ID)
Colleen Willoughby | Washington Women’s
Foundation (Seattle, WA)
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MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
(Not shown)

AFFIL IATES

- As of 9/1/2018

ALABAMA
Impact 100 Baldwin County, Fairhope

CONNECTICUT
Impact Fairfield County, Greenwich

CALIFORNIA
Impact100 Sonoma, Sonoma

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Many Hands, Washington D.C.

Impact Giving, Laguna Beach
San Diego Women’s Foundation, San Diego

FLORIDA
100 Women Strong at Central Florida Foundation, Orlando

Women’s Fund El Dorado, Placerville

Women’s Giving Circle of Southwest Florida, Naples

Women’s Fund Shasta Regional Community Foundation,
Redding

Impact 100 Palm Beach County, West Palm Beach

COLORADO
Impact100 Metro Denver, Denver

Impact 100 SRQ, Sarasota

Impact the Palm Beaches, Palm Beach

Indian River Impact 100, Vero Beach
Women’s Giving Alliance, Jacksonville
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GEORGIA
Women in Philanthropy for the CSRA, Augusta

NEW YORK
Impact100 Westchester, Scarsdale

IDAHO
Idaho Women’s Charitable Foundation, Boise

ALLINBKLYN, Brooklyn

Women’s Gift Alliance, Coeur d’Alene

Rochester Women’s Giving Circle, Rochester

Wood River Women’s Foundation, Ketchum

The Wellmet Group, New York

ILLINOIS
Impact 100 Chicago, Chicago

NORTH CAROLINA
Women for Women, Asheville

Impact Grants, Chicago

Women’s Giving Circle of Cumberland County, Fayetteville

INDIANA
Impact 100 Greater Indianapolis, Indianapolis

Women’s Impact Fund, Charlotte

MARYLAND
Baltimore Women’s Giving Circle, Baltimore
Anne Arundel Women Giving Together, Annapolis
Giving Together Inc., Chevy Chase
Women’s Giving Circle of Harford County, Bel Air
MASSACHUSETTS
The Philanthropy Connection, Boston

Asian Women Giving Circle, New York

OHIO
Impact 100, Cincinnati
Miami University: Women’s Initiatives, Oxford, Miami
OKLAHOMA
Impact Oklahoma, Oklahoma City
OREGON
ninety-nine girlfriends, Portland
PENNSYLVANIA

Womenade Boston, Boston

Impact100 Philadelphia, Philadelphia

MINNESOTA
GIVING WoMN, Minneapolis

SOUTH CAROLINA

MISSOURI
Spirit of St. Louis Women’s Fund, St. Louis

Greenville Women Giving, Greenville
Women Giving for Spartanburg, Spartanburg
TEXAS

Women on Mission, St. Louis

Impact Austin, Austin

NEBRASKA
I Be Black Girl Giving Circle, Omaha

Impact San Antonio, San Antonio

Women Investing in Nebraska, University of Nebraska
NEVADA
Impact Las Vegas, Las Vegas
NEW JERSEY
Impact 100 Garden State, Morristown
Impact100 Essex, Essex
Impact100 South Jersey, Haddonfield
Impact 100 Jersey Coast, Shrewsbury

The Women’s Fund of Smith County, Tyler
VIRGINIA
Giving Circle of HOPE, Reston
Impact 100 Richmond, Richmond
Roanoke Women’s Foundation, Roanoke
SisterFund, Richmond
WASHINGTON
Washington Women’s Foundation, Seattle
WISCONSIN
Impact100 Greater Milwaukee, Milwaukee
AUSTRALIA
Melbourne Women’s Fund, Melbourne
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